WE WILL NOT STOP.
WE WILL NOT SETTLE.
WE WILL NOT GO BACK.

JOIN US IN THE PUSH
TO 100% ACCEPTANCE.
As the world’s largest lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) media advocacy organization, GLAAD is at the forefront of cultural change by ensuring fair, accurate, and inclusive representation that leads to 100% acceptance.
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT & CEO

If there’s anything we at GLAAD have learned from this year, it’s that historic progress must never be taken for granted. We began 2021 with what felt like a ray of light breaking through the clouds. The country welcomed the Biden-Harris administration to the White House, and they immediately began making historic strides for LGBTQ Americans, enacting executive orders on day one to commit to federal workplaces free of discrimination against LGBTQ Americans. The administration went on to appoint Karine Jean-Pierre as White House press secretary, the first Black woman and first out LGBTQ person to serve in the role, and her first public appearance after the announcement was at the GLAAD Media Awards in New York.

Meanwhile, with COVID-19 vaccines becoming widely available in the U.S., many of us were cautiously able to gather again. While it’s been far from a return to “normal”, at GLAAD we have been able to revisit cherished in-person events, such as the GLAAD Media Awards – now in its 33rd year – and of course, Pride Month celebrations. We have also celebrated incredible wins in arts and media. In March 2022, Ariana DeBose became the first out queer woman of color to win the Best Supporting Actress Oscar for her role as Anita in West Side Story. Her message of support to LGBTQ youth during her acceptance speech, and her continued advocacy for LGBTQ people and people of color, have made her a worldwide inspiration.

With your help, GLAAD has led the charge to forefront the experiences of LGBTQ people to create cultural change, and our media reflects this more and more. Unfortunately, with progress has come a political backlash unlike anything we have experienced in recent history. Combined, 2021 and 2022 have ushered in 300+ anti-LGBTQ bills proposed in legislatures across the country and countless examples of discriminatory school policies and anti-LGBTQ rhetoric. Florida’s notorious “Don’t Say LGBTQ” bill, which bars classroom instruction about sexual orientation or gender identity, is one of dozens of bills specifically targeting LGBTQ children. Others attempt to limit gender-affirming health care or censor books with LGBTQ stories in schools and libraries. As this coordinated attack put LGBTQ youth and their families in danger, the Supreme Court also took action to limit Americans’ bodily autonomy by overturning Roe v. Wade. This dangerous decision has opened the door for future challenges to other hard-won rights such as marriage equality.

GLAAD has never been an organization to back down from the fight for equality or hide in the shadows. As you know, we’ve made it our mission to bring the full spectrum of LGBTQ stories and identities into the spotlight. That work has never been more urgent. In our 2021-2022 annual report, you’ll find several examples of our mission in action, from introducing the nation to a mom of a transgender teenage son in our Meet the Briggle Family PSA, to making social media a safer place for LGBTQ youth through our Social Media Safety Index, to launching a #BooksNotBans campaign to fight censorship and book bans in our schools and libraries.

Since 2022 marks an important midterm election year, GLAAD has also ramped up our work to rally LGBTQ people and allies to the polls. We made some historic wins in 2020. But this year has proven that we can’t rest on our laurels – and we never will. It would be impossible to cover all of our achievements and highlights in this letter, so I hope you’ll take some time to read through our annual report. Most importantly, as you read about each promising moment of legislative progress or example of LGBTQ joy in the media, I hope you see your support in action.

GLAAD has always relied upon the determination and optimism of our incredible community. Friends like you prove time and time again that there is no challenge we can’t meet with ingenuity, resources, and hope, and this year has been no different. I’m looking forward to writing the next chapter of our journey towards 100% acceptance for LGBTQ people with you by our side.

Sarah Kate Ellis
GLAAD President & CEO
GLAAD NEWS & RAPID RESPONSE
GLAAD serves as a resource to journalists and news outlets in print, broadcast, and online media to expose anti-LGBTQ activists who appear in the media and to ensure that LGBTQ people are represented fairly and accurately in all reporting.

VOTER EDUCATION & ENGAGEMENT
Engaging, empowering, educating, and activating LGBTQ and ally voters to create positive change for our community across all levels of government. A collaboration across all departments, GLAAD’s Voter Education & Engagement work puts decades of experience towards mobilizing LGBTQ people and our allies to vote.

GLAAD MEDIA INSTITUTE (GMI)
Through training, consulting, and research — including annual resources like the Where We Are On TV and the Studio Responsibility Index — GMI provides the tools for everyone from students and activists to the world’s most prominent journalists and film producers to build the core skills and techniques that effectuate positive cultural change.

TRANSGENDER MEDIA PROGRAM
GLAAD is reshaping the way Americans see the transgender and nonbinary communities, working through news, entertainment, and online media to share stories that build understanding and support.

COMMUNITIES OF COLOR PROGRAM
Focused on implementing and tailoring GLAAD’s goals for Communities of Color, GLAAD amplifies the stories and issues facing the community to increase authentic accurate and accurate portrayals of LGBTQ people of color.

HIV WORK
Focused on reducing the stigma around those who are living with HIV, GLAAD is implementing decades of media expertise to activate new storytellers to change dangerous perceptions across the country.

SPANISH-LANGUAGE & LATINX MEDIA PROGRAM
GLAAD works to build a more inclusive Spanish-Language and Latinx Media, increasing understanding and support among the Spanish-speaking community, the fastest-growing population in the country.

EVENTS AND THE GLAAD MEDIA AWARDS
GLAAD has reimagined its events portfolio to reach more people than ever before possible, bringing all the work you see above to people around the country. From digital pride rallies to the GLAAD Media Awards, GLAAD events move acceleration forward through far-reaching messages of acceptance.
DECEMBER 2021

#BOOKSNOTBANS
LAUNCH
GLAAD joins 600+ organizations and individuals to protest the wave of attempted book bans in schools and libraries across the country.

APRIL 2022

BRIGGLE FAMILY PSA
Amber Briggle introduces the world to a family with a transgender child – her family – in a GLAAD PSA released during the GLAAD Media Awards in Los Angeles.

MAY 2022

GLAAD MEDIA AWARDS NEW YORK
The world’s biggest names in Hollywood, news and culture, including Academy Award winner Ariana DeBose and iconic advocate Judith Light, come together at the GLAAD Media Awards in NYC to join GLAAD in speaking out against recent anti-LGBTQ legislation and violence.

JUNE 2022

PRIDE/ACCELERATING
ACCEPTANCE
GLAAD marks Pride Month with our annual Accelerating Acceptance report, a look at the state of America’s heart and minds when it comes to accepting LGBTQ people.

JULY 2022

SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY INDEX
Our 2nd annual Social Media Safety Index provides recommendations to improve LGBTQ user safety across five major social media platforms.

SEPTEMBER 2022

VOTER EDUCATION
GLAAD partnered with Headcount to mobilize LGBTQ voters and allies to vote in the 2022 midterm elections and educate voters about the rise of anti-LGBTQ legislation and candidates.

GLAAD Partners with mainstream media outlets to spotlight the stories of transgender and gender nonconforming advocates who are working for safety and acceptance in their communities.

Do you want to meet a family with a transgender kid? Here we are.

WHERE WE ARE ON TV
LGBTQ representation on broadcast TV reaches a record high, but GLAAD calls for more diversity and inclusion in genres like kids & family programming. GLAAD publishes its annual Where We Are On TV Report.

2021 – 2022 YEAR IN REVIEW

STUDIO RESPONSIBILITY INDEX
GLAAD releases its 10th annual Studio Responsibility Index, analyzing LGBTQ representation in releases by eight major film studio distributors. The report shows LGBTQ people are nearly invisible in mainstream films and GLAAD continues work behind-the-scenes with industry leaders on new storylines.
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The GLAAD Media Awards returned to the stage in 2022 with events in Los Angeles and New York City, celebrating the best in LGBTQ representation in media. The GLAAD Media Awards raise the bar for what LGBTQ representation across the media and complement GLAAD’s work to bring LGBTQ images and stories to people around the world. Welcoming over 2000 guests, we honored films, tv, music, journalism, and more with 30 awards presented over two incredible evenings.

Hosted by Bob the Drag Queen, Eureka O’Hara, and Shangela, the Los Angeles awards honored Kacey Musgraves with the Vanguard Award, and featured Andrew Garfield speaking out for trans youth as he presented Michaela Josí Rodriguez with the Stephen F. Kolzak Award. The ceremony was also produced for Hulu, bringing affirming messages to LGBTQ youth everywhere. A month later in New York City, Academy Award winner Ariana DeBose presented GLAAD’s Excellence in Media Award to Tony and Emmy award-winning actress, producer, and activist Judith Light. Actor Wilson Cruz was also honored with the Vito Russo Award by journalist Jonathan Capehart. The NYC event was hosted by Cody Rigby and transgender recording artist, actress, GLAAD Board Member, and RuPaul’s Drag Race Alum Peppermint. White House Press Secretary Karine Jean-Pierre received a standing ovation when she appeared onstage with GLAAD Board Chair Pamela Stewart and GLAAD President and CEO Sarah Kate Ellis.

The ceremonies garnered more than 8.5 billion media impressions, including media articles dedicated to issues that were discussed on stage like LGBTQ youth, combatting HIV stigma, and the power of LGBTQ representation in media. The events raised over $5 million for our work and were presented by Gilead Sciences, Inc., Hyundai, and Ketel One Family Made Vodka.
GLAAD HANGOUTS

GLAAD found new pathways for connection on Instagram, hosting GLAAD Hangouts and bringing in-depth conversations about LGBTQ issues featuring legendary LGBTQ icons and emerging talent, from Cody Alan to Nico Santos to Hailie Sahar to Jewel. Developed as a way to stay connected with our community during the COVID-19 pandemic, we’ve invited our 350,000+ followers to join us for intimate, fun and moving chats with some of your favorite LGBTQ stars and advocates. We are proud to continue to bring these thoughtful insider discussions to your screens!

GLOBAL IMPACT

As the world reopened, GLAAD continued to use our expertise to prioritize and advance LGBTQ issues globally. At the World Economic Forum’s Annual Meeting in Davos, President and CEO Sarah Kate Ellis spoke about anti-LGBTQ legislation and violence and urged corporate leaders to take real action as LGBTQ allies. GLAAD also hosted a widely-publicized panel on the Future of the Workforce to spotlight how workplaces can be more inclusive of LGBTQ young people.

GLAAD attended the 2022 Cannes Lions International Festival of Creativity, the largest global gathering of the creative marketing community, to discuss the power of LGBTQ inclusion in the advertising industry and corporate responsibility as harmful rhetoric and anti-LGBTQ legislation continue to rise. President & CEO Sarah Kate Ellis shared that less than 2% of ads in mainstream advertising include LGBTQ people, adding “We’ve got a lot of work to do and it’s time to call brands in.”

Ross Murray, Vice President of the GLAAD Media Institute, kicked off a six-week training tour in August for LGBTQ advocates across Australia with an Advocacy Masterclass in Sydney. Through a long-running partnership with The Equality Project, the GLAAD Media Institute provides advocacy training in building and executing campaigns, media engagement, and messaging for impact. The Equality Project has featured GLAAD and its expertise since 2017, having trained and presented to over 2500 LGBTQ people, allies, corporations, and media outlets.
GLAAD launched “Changemakers,” a 4-part video series presented by Ally Bank that spotlights Black LGBTQ small business owners and their impact within their local communities before and throughout the COVID-19 pandemic. The series was produced by NEON, GLAAD’s ongoing digital content series that increases the visibility of Black LGBTQ people. In addition, Ally donated $10,000 to each “Changemaker” business to empower them to continue making positive change in their communities. Watch on GLAAD’s YouTube and social media accounts.
As anti-LGBTQ activists work to roll back our rights, GLAAD continues to respond by ensuring fair and accurate news stories about LGBTQ people and stories. Through our News & Rapid Response work, we spotlight LGBTQ voices to humanize the issues of the day, debunk misinformation about LGBTQ people, and fight back against anti-LGBTQ rhetoric.

GLAAD launched a PSA introducing Texas mom Amber Briggle, who speaks about her family including her transgender teenage son, Max. The PSA is part of GLAAD’s efforts to spread humanizing stories about LGBTQ young people and their families, and fight back against legislation targeting transgender youth. The PSA also spotlighted the need for the Equality Act to protect LGBTQ Americans from discrimination. The spot directs viewers to Equality-Now.org, which features information on LGBTQ youth and calls on visitors to show public support for them. In testing the PSA with focus groups of parents, we learned that the ad moved even people who did not support transgender youth. Since its debut, Comcast NBCUniversal, Paramount, Warner Bros. Discovery, The Walt Disney Company and The Ad Council have run versions of the PSA nationwide. Equality-Now.org is managed by GLAAD with support from partners at the Equality Federation Institute, the Freedom for All Americans Education Fund, the National Center for Transgender Equality, and the Transgender Legal Defense and Education.
#BOOKSNOTBANS

In response to a wave of attempted book bans and targeting of library and school board personnel, GLAAD and more than 600 organizations and leaders representing writers, educators, artists, racial and social justice advocates, booksellers and publishers signed onto a statement against the censorship of LGBTQ-inclusive books and books about race and racism. GLAAD also coordinated a social media campaign, #BooksNotBans, and provided a media guide for journalists to accurately report on book bans and the national anti-LGBTQ groups coordinating and funding these actions. Most recently, GLAAD published Back To [Redacted]: A Guide to Battling Book and School Censorship for Students, Parents, and School Staff to fight censorship and ensure that all voices are heard in the 2022-23 school year and beyond.

ANTI-LGBTQ BILLS

In 2021-2022 we saw an extreme uptick in anti-LGBTQ legislation and political attacks, including 300+ bills aiming to discriminate against LGBTQ people – a record for this short period of time. According to Freedom for All Americans, most bills have targeted transgender people and youth, such as “Don’t Say LGBTQ” laws passed in Florida and four other states, and many take aim at evidence-based, best practices healthcare for transgender youth. GLAAD has released a guide for media covering state legislation targeting LGBTQ people and also launched a voter education and engagement campaign to turn out the vote in 2022 (more on that below).

ROE V. WADE OVERTURNED

When the Supreme Court overturned Roe v. Wade in June 2022 in its ruling in Dobbs v. Jackson, it ignited a series of state bans on abortion, a wave of activism, and heightened media coverage. GLAAD immediately responded, reminding the media and the public that abortion is also an LGBTQ issue. Many LGBTQ people can and do get pregnant – and can and do seek abortion services. We remain vigilant regarding this decision’s impact on other LGBTQ rights previously upheld by the Supreme Court, including marriage equality and the right to privacy for LGBTQ people and their relationships.
RESPONSE TO MONKEYPOX

As with HIV, COVID-19, and now monkeypox, discrimination, disinformation, racism and systemic breakdowns in the healthcare system continue to challenge LGBTQ Americans’ health as well as public health and safety, especially for LGBTQ people of color. All people are susceptible to MPV (monkeypox virus), but early data of the current outbreak showed the majority of the cases were among gay or bisexual men, resulting in additional stigma. GLAAD continued its commitment to keeping our community safe and informed, working with the CDC and other organizations to provide timely information to media outlets and across our social media platforms, releasing the first guide for media covering monkeypox and the LGBTQ community, and calling on all levels of government to expedite vaccine distribution and treatments to communities.

MPV & HIV:

- 45% of global MPV cases are among people with HIV
- Scientists are uncertain whether having HIV increases your likelihood of getting MPV
- People with HIV who are virally suppressed are not at risk of more severe MPV illness

VOTER EDUCATION & ENGAGEMENT

GLAAD is committed to ensuring LGBTQ people and our allies register to vote and have the tools they need to know what’s at stake for LGBTQ people in the 2022 midterm elections. We teamed up with Headcount, a national organization that aims to increase voter registration and promote participation in democracy, to register voters and we launched GLAAD.org/vote to educate voters on their rights and ensure we can #VoteWithPride. In July 2022, we premiered our “Say Vote” campaign video series to urge the LGBTQ community and its supporters to vote in the midterm elections, featuring messages from Ariana DeBose, Wilson Cruz, Cody Rigsby, and Dyllon (accent over the O) Burnside, among many others.
SOCIAL MEDIA SAFETY INDEX

Our second annual Social Media Safety Index (SMSI), released in 2022, included new metrics measuring LGBTQ safety, privacy, and self-expression through our Platform Scorecard. GLAAD has worked with platforms to ensure progress since the 2021 SMSI—including TikTok prohibiting targeted misgender, deadnaming, and promotion of conversion therapy—our newest report illustrated just how far social media platforms still have to go. All platforms received below 50 out of possible 100 on our scorecard when assessed on measures like explicit protections from hate and harassment for LGBTQ users, offering gender pronoun options on profiles, and prohibiting advertising that could be harmful and/or discriminatory to LGBTQ people. Misinformation and inaccuracies on social media continue to translate into real-world harm, and are cited as drivers of increased anti-LGBTQ legislation in the U.S.

ACCELERATING ACCEPTANCE

Since 2015, GLAAD’s annual Accelerating Acceptance study has measured Americans’ attitudes and comfortability towards LGBTQ Americans. The report shows key markers of acceptance are increasing year after year, but this year we found key changes of note: non-LGBTQ Americans feel increased confusion around the letters and terms used to describe our community, showing an increased need for GLAAD’s public education and media work. Most alarmingly, our 2022 report revealed that a significant majority of the LGBTQ community—a startling 70%—says that discrimination has increased over the past two years. This falls hardest on LGBTQ people of color, and transgender and nonbinary people.

WHERE WE ARE ON TV

Our 17th edition of Where We Are on TV, GLAAD’s analysis of LGBTQ representation across television and streaming platforms, found that of the 775 series regular characters on scripted broadcast primetime programming in 2021-2022, 92 characters (11.9 percent) are LGBTQ. This is an increase of 2.8 percentage points from the previous year and marks a new record high of LGBTQ series regulars on broadcast. For the first time in this report’s history, lesbian characters represent the majority of the LGBTQ characters on broadcast at 40 percent (56 characters), up six percentage points from the previous season. The TV industry still has room for improvement on telling LGBTQ stories in genres like kids & family programming and in telling stories of diverse LGBTQ people. There were only 31 transgender characters counted in the report and only two characters living with HIV. The growing state of LGBTQ representation on television is a signal that Hollywood is beginning to understand the power of telling LGBTQ stories, but we must leverage these stories to further educate the world on important LGBTQ issues.

STUDIO RESPONSIBILITY INDEX

The GLAAD Studio Responsibility Index (SRI) maps the quantity, quality, and diversity of LGBTQ characters in films released by eight major motion picture studios. GLAAD’s analysis inspired four major motion picture studios to increase representation by 20% in two years. Yet our 2021 report showed a decrease in bisexual representation, zero transgender or nonbinary characters in major studio films released, and zero LGBTQ characters living with HIV, showing that major studios still have work to do. Promisingly, we documented an increase in lesbian representation, and an increase in racial diversity of LGBTQ characters. The GLAAD Media Institute will meet with studios year-round to guide upcoming and future LGBTQ storylines and to advocate for more diverse and impactful stories. Our upcoming 2022 report will include new sections documenting donations to anti-LGBTQ elected officials, whether LGBTQ stories are censored when films are released overseas, and more.
The GLAAD Media Institute continued providing online and in-person training along with its lead partner, the Ariadne Getty Foundation. Together we reach thousands of activists around the world with tools to accurately represent the LGBTQ community through media.

**EDUCATED & TRAINED**
NEARLY 90,000 PEOPLE DURING FY22

**CONSULTED & ADVISED**
ON NEARLY 600 STUDIOS’ FILMS AND TV SHOWS

**ADVISING 75% OF HOLLYWOOD’S MAJOR TALENT AGENCIES**

**WORKING WITH 30+ CORPORATE BRANDS ON THE FORTUNE 500**

**RELEASED 12 PIECES OF RESEARCH & REPORTS**
TRANSGENDER MEDIA PROGRAM

GLAAD’s team worked to widen authentic transgender representation in a year when almost half (47%) of non-LGBTQ respondents to GLAAD’s Accelerating Acceptance survey were unfamiliar with trans people.

SUNDANCE INSTITUTE – In partnership with the documentary Disclosure on Netflix, we released an entertainment industry toolkit along with Sundance Film Institute and the International Documentary Association (IDA) to support authentic and accurate transgender stories. It includes a state of the industry overview, best practices for casting and finding transgender talent, questions to consider when starting a film or TV project, and additional materials for research and consultation.

ELLIOT PAGE INTERVIEW – Nick Adams, Vice President of the GLAAD Media Institute, prepared Oprah Winfrey for her Apple TV+ interview with trans actor Elliot Page. Oprah thanked Nick, saying...

WHITE HOUSE ADVOCACY – We ensured trans and gender-diverse advocates were a voice at the White House’s listening sessions on safety and inclusion, resulting in a report with 45 key, early actions the administration is taking to address the root causes of anti-transgender violence, discrimination, and denial of economic opportunity.

SPANISH LANGUAGE & LATINX MEDIA & COMMUNITIES

Latinx consumers of both English and Spanish-language media want very much to see their lives reflected in the media they enjoy. And, it is crucial to get LGBTQ stories and education in front of a rapidly growing audience. That’s why GLAAD offers English and Spanish-language resources for media professionals working in any medium, from newspapers and magazines, to websites, movies, and video games.

DON’T SAY LGBTQ BILL – GLAAD spread awareness about Florida’s “Don’t Say Gay/Trans” bill through interviews on the Spanish-language channel CNNE and Edicion Digital’s news. Both are viewed by a large audience of Spanish speakers in the U.S. and abroad.

GLAAD SPANISH-LANGUAGE MEDIA LEADERS – GLAAD’s Spanish-Language Media Program Director, Monica Trasandes, was featured in the journal, “Hispanic Executive,” and she co-produced a “Libera Tu Orgullo” (Release Your Pride) event alongside Mexican activists for International Day Against Homophobia, Transphobia, and Biphobia (May 17th).

LATINX HERITAGE MONTH – In honor of Latinx Heritage Month, our Spanish-Language Media team introduced a new guide in English and Spanish to help writers, producers and others working in entertainment in the US, Latin America and Spain to expand LGBTQ-inclusive storytelling.
With a focus on implementing GLAAD’s goals of promoting visibility and understanding through media for LGBTQ people of color, particularly Black and African descent communities, GLAAD’s Communities of Color program leverages traditional media, influencers, and original content as a means to educate the public on the issues facing the community and to accelerate acceptance.

GLAAD FIRESIDE CHATS – Our Fireside Chats continued to center the stories of people of color, taking on COVID-19, family, working in the arts, dismantling racism, thriving with HIV, and more. Guests included actor Brian Michael Smith, the first Black transgender actor on a broadcast network TV show, and author George M. Johnson, an award-winning Black non-binary author and activist, whose book “All Boys Aren’t Blue” has become one of the most banned books in the nation.

GLAAD’s Virtual and hybrid trainings and workshops empowered activists, students at HBCUs, and health stakeholders.

COMMUNITIES OF COLOR

HIV WORK

2021 marked 40 years since the first AIDS cases were reported in the U.S. Educating media professionals, fighting stigma and pushing for 100% acceptance for those living with HIV continues to be a critical centerpiece of GLAAD’s work.

LIL NAS X AT THE VMAS

At the 2021 MTV VMAs, Lil Nas X delivered a powerful performance to accelerate acceptance of LGBTQ Americans and shine a spotlight on the stigma that fuels HIV, especially across the South. He worked with GLAAD and Gilead COMPASS Initiative – a GLAAD partner – to fundraise for 13 organizations working to address the HIV epidemic. GLAAD, Southern AIDS Coalition, Wake Forest University’s Faith Coordinating Center, and organizations in the Gilead COMPASS Initiative also shared HIV facts tied to Lil Nas X’s performance and fundraising campaign.

2021 STATE OF HIV STIGMA

GLAAD’s 2021 State of HIV Stigma, a national survey in partnership with the Gilead COMPASS Initiative, measured American attitudes toward HIV and people living with HIV. According to its study, people living with HIV continue to experience stigma, which is fueled by misinformation and lack of information about the progress science and medicine have made to make HIV preventable and, when treated, untransmittable. The study found that less than half of Americans (48%) feel knowledgeable about HIV, down three points from a year ago, with the highest discomfort levels allocated to the South and Midwest.

GLAAD continued to highlight the stories and voices of people living with HIV to combat stigma. We also published an open letter to rapper DaBaby setting the facts straight about HIV after he made remarks fueling stigma and misinformation about HIV at a concert in July 2021.
SOUTHERN STORIES

GLAAD’s Southern Stories initiative aims to positively showcase the lives of, and build acceptance for, the LGBTQ community in southern states.

Local Media Accountability Index - U.S. South – Reviewing 181 newspapers and TV outlets in nine Southern U.S. states, GLAAD found a limited or complete lack of LGBTQ or HIV-related content, and a lack of LGBTQ voices and local voices, particularly transgender people, in related stories. We launched a newsroom tour across the U.S. South to educate journalists and editors on our findings and how to include LGBTQ and HIV-related content.

Working with our partners at Gilead COMPASS Initiative – which works to address the HIV epidemic in the Southern United States – GLAAD-led stories have appeared in local news outlets and we are reaching out to newsrooms to discuss the findings and share best practices to improve coverage and representation moving forward.

STATE-SPECIFIC HIGHLIGHTS

ALABAMA
"Power out of the closet" (April 2021, Birmingham News, Birmingham, Alabama) [June 3, 2021] (here the minutes): Advertiser is a list of Alabama law students that states the lack of LGBTQ gathering spaces and plans for a new student-organized club with entertainment.

FLORIDA
"Kicking off the school year with LGBTQ+ Pride" (Florida Panthers' Pride, October 2021, Florida Panthers) [June 3, 2021]: Advertiser is a list of Florida students that states the lack of LGBTQ visibility and plans for a new LGBTQ group.

GEORGIA
"The reporting is solid and it’s deeper than the video report and the microscoping that was about the discrimination struggle facing the child of gay parents in Georgia from White (2014), ’Transforming the nation in transsexual records. The future, the legal hook, the Decks were filled with the same old story’.

SOUTH CAROLINA
"Transportation Network" [June 3, 2021]: Advertiser is a list of South Carolina students that states the lack of LGBTQ visibility and plans for a new LGBTQ group.

TENNESSEE
"The Deeks Morning News includes no-depth and consistent reporting on LGBTQ issues including this piece, ‘Johns Hopkins, the nation in transsexual records, the future, the legal hook, the Decks were filled with the same old story.

"The Visibility Project"

The advertising industry has an outsized impact to drive acceptance for the LGBTQ community. GLAAD’s Visibility Project continues to push industry leaders to feature diverse LGBTQ representation in advertising and to leverage the power of corporations to take action on LGBTQ issues.

CANNES LIONS INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF CREATIVITY

A recent study found that only 1.8% of characters in ads at the Cannes Lions Festival were LGBTQ inclusive. We attended the 2022 festival to discuss the state of LGBTQ inclusion in the advertising industry and corporate responsibility as harmful rhetoric and anti-LGBTQ legislation continue to rise. Research conducted in partnership with Procter & Gamble and GLAAD shows that advertising executives have a strong need for tools, resources, and best practices around LGBTQ inclusion that eliminates concerns about backlash from the community when they miss the mark and that creates a pathway forward for more LGBTQ inclusion. GLAAD is helping marketers, advertisers, creatives and agencies embrace the challenge and to get it right.

MYTH:
Corporate Support for LGBTQ Inclusion in advertising is strong

FACT:
Despite the high visibility and support in Hollywood as well as the strong emergence of LGBTQ inclusion in our younger generation, there is relatively weak corporate support for LGBTQ inclusion in advertising, especially among Advertisers.

Support Among Top Leadership for featuring LGBTQ People and Scenarios in Advertising is NOT Strong

% “Agree Completely” Featuring LGBTQ People and Scenarios in Advertising is NOT Strong

Advertiser (A) 39%
Agency (B) 55%

Advertisers More Significantly Understand the Societal Impact of Using LGBTQ People in Advertising

% “Completely Agree” with statement

Advertiser 55%
Agency 43%

By featuring LGBTQ people and scenarios in our ads, we are able to make a difference

Advertiser 54%
Agency 41%

It is an organization’s duty to support positive social change

Advertiser 54%
Agency 41%
GLAAD GAMING

Right now, 10% of gamers identify as LGBTQ. GLAAD Gaming officially launched this year to drive equity and acceptance across the gaming industry, with particular emphasis on creating an accountability report to drive safe and inclusive environments for LGBTQ users on gaming platforms. Our work includes working with game designers to include more LGBTQ storylines and characters and engaging their teams to create safe spaces for LGBTQ gamers on their platforms.

THE SIMS 4

Thanks to the work of GLAAD, the It Gets Better Project, and Electronic Arts (EA) gamemakers, the latest update for The Sims 4 now allows players to customize their Sims’ pronouns.
DIGITAL IMPACT

499,007 FOLLOWERS*
750,688 FOLLOWERS*
355,602 FOLLOWERS*

417 POSTS ON GLAAD.ORG*
42 EMAIL CAMPAIGNS*
4,850,912 UNIQUE PAGE VIEWS*
1.3M RECIPIENTS*

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
SEPTEMBER 30, 2022
with comparative totals as of September 30, 2021 and September 30, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FY22</th>
<th>FY21</th>
<th>FY20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ASSETS</td>
<td>$46,156,013</td>
<td>$44,226,917</td>
<td>$30,236,631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL LIABILITIES</td>
<td>$2,287,433</td>
<td>$2,231,980</td>
<td>$2,163,995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL NET ASSETS</td>
<td>$43,868,580</td>
<td>$41,994,937</td>
<td>$28,072,636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES
SEPTEMBER 20, 2022
with comparative totals as of September 30, 2021 and September 30, 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2021</th>
<th>2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>REVENUE AND SUPPORT</td>
<td>$16,545,985</td>
<td>$13,293,995</td>
<td>$17,526,890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXPENSES</td>
<td>$14,672,342</td>
<td>$9,749,277</td>
<td>$9,099,919</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHANGE IN NET ASSETS</td>
<td>$1,873,643</td>
<td>$3,544,718</td>
<td>$8,426,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR</td>
<td>$41,994,937</td>
<td>$6,298,343</td>
<td>$19,645,665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR</td>
<td>$43,868,580</td>
<td>$19,645,665</td>
<td>$28,072,636</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FINANCIAL SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>INCOME</th>
<th>EXPENSE</th>
<th>CHANGE IN NET ASSETS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$5,158,050</td>
<td>$5,433,676</td>
<td>($275,626)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$7,291,488</td>
<td>$5,728,863</td>
<td>$1,562,625</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$9,035,073</td>
<td>$8,847,865</td>
<td>$187,208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>$19,673,634</td>
<td>$9,871,030</td>
<td>$9,802,604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>$13,293,995</td>
<td>$9,749,277</td>
<td>$3,544,718</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>$17,526,890</td>
<td>$9,099,919</td>
<td>$8,426,971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>$24,984,204</td>
<td>$11,061,903</td>
<td>$13,922,301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>$16,545,985</td>
<td>$14,672,342</td>
<td>$1,873,643</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GLAAD SUPPORTERS

MILLION DOLLAR LIFETIME CLUB

With profound thanks, we honor the following donors, who have supported GLAAD’s programs in excess of $1,000,000 in lifetime giving.

Absolut Vodka
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
Arcus Foundation
The Ariadne Getty Foundation
AT&T
Comcast NBCUniversal
Craig Newmark Philanthropies
David玻内特基金会
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Diageo North America
Ariadne Getty
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Brook Glaefke
Google, Inc.
Hilton Worldwide, Inc. NBC Universal
David Horak
Hyundai Motor America
IBM Corporation
Herman Lopez and Scott Velasquez
M·A·C VIVA GLAM Fund
Michael Palm Foundation
MTV
Netflix
Pernod Ricard USA
Procter & Gamble Co.
MaxKenzie Scott
Terry K. Watanaume Charitable Trust
Torrid Holdings Inc.
VisacompCBS
The Walt Disney Company
Richard W. Weekend and Michael Schaefer
Wells Fargo Bank
WK Kellogg Co

FOUNDATIONS

GLAAD accelerates LGBTQ acceptance, thanks to support from a range of corporate and private foundations. On behalf of the many we serve, we are honored to recognize them here.

The Ariadne Getty Foundation
B.W. Bastian Foundation
Clara Lionel Foundation
Coca-Cola Foundation
Collingwood Foundation
Craig Newmark Philanthropies
The David Geffen Foundation
The Donald & Carole Chaiken Foundation
The GLBT Fund of America of the Philadelphia Foundation
The Morningstar Foundation
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Gill Foundation
Brook Glaefke
Google, Inc.
Hilton Worldwide, Inc. NBC Universal
David Horak
Hyundai Motor America
IBM Corporation
Herman Lopez and Scott Velasquez
M·A·C VIVA GLAM Fund
Michael Palm Foundation
MTV
Netflix
Pernod Ricard USA
Procter & Gamble Co.
MaxKenzie Scott
Terry K. Watanaume Charitable Trust
Torrid Holdings Inc.
VisacompCBS
The Walt Disney Company
Richard W. Weekend and Michael Schaefer
Wells Fargo Bank
WK Kellogg Co

CORPORATE PARTNERS

Champion ($20,000+)
The Boston Beer Company
Comcast NBCUniversal
Diageo North America
Google, Inc.
Hyundai Motor America
Netflix
Procter & Gamble Co.
T&I
Torrid Holdings Inc.
WK Kellogg Co

Advocate ($100,000+)
Adobe
Amazon Studios
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
Cibbank, N.A.
Hearst Magazines
Mastercard
Meta
Novartis Pharmaceuticals Corp.
Pernod Ricard USA
Skittles
Sony Music Group
Sony Pictures Entertainment
Target
UGG
Village Roadshow Entertainment Group
The Walt Disney Company
Warner Bros Discovery Inc.

Ally ($50,000+)
Ally Financial
ASOS
Audible
Banana Republic/Gap Inc./Old Navy
BMW USA
Brown-Forman Corporation
Bumble Trading LLC
Coty Inc.
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
The Dose Chemical Company
Fabletics
Hulu

Patron ($10,000+)
1-800-Flowers
A&E Television Networks
Banila Group
BARRY’S
BIC Corporation
Bleecker Street Media, LLC
Blumhouse Productions
Coca-Cola Company
Creative Artists Agency | CAA
Crocs
David’s Backbone Brewing Company
DELMAN USA
eHarmony, Inc.
FX Networks
Hacienda Company
Hallmark
Hello Sunshine
Hims & Hers Health, Inc.
Hostess Brands, LLC
IPSY
Ketchum Public Relations
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Kiva Confections
The Koupios
The Lagerists Brewing Company
Lululemon
MAC
MGM
National Basketball Association | NBA

Corporate Partners

Las Vegas Sands Corporation
L’Oreal USA, Inc.
Mars Wrigley
Omnicom Group
Populus Financial Group
PUMA
Savannah X Fenty
Snap Inc.
Spotify USA Inc.
Starz
Tinder, Inc.
Top Level Design
ViacomCBS
Wildlansin Teletubbies
Zales

GLAAD Media Institute Partners

44 Blue Productions, LLC
ABC | Disney
Boston Beer
CBS Television Group
Comcast | NBCUniversal
The Dow Chemical Company
Focus Features
Google
Microsoft
Netflix
Procter & Gamble Co.
Tinder, Inc.
Sony Pictures Entertainment
Spotify
Viacom
WarnerMedia

National Football League
Nikleodeon
Nilly Gateway
Nike
N个
NZXT Inc
Omaze
OtterBox
PepsiCo, Inc.
Playboy Enterprises International, Inc.
Riki Loves Eki
Sam Adams
Shephard
Sheppard, Mullin, Richter & Hampton LLP
Shuterly
Universal Music Group, Inc.
William Morris Endeavor
World Wrestling Entertainment | WWE
Zoom Video Communications

Thanks to support from a range of corporate and private foundations.

In addition to the many we serve, we are honored to recognize them here.
LEGACY CIRCLE

Our endless gratitude goes out to these GLAAD Supporters, who have designated GLAAD as the beneficiary of their estate, ensuring GLAAD’s success and vitality into the future.

David I. Abramson
Ward Averbach and Andy Baker
Herbert Baker
Allen Barnett
Terrence P. Bean
Jeremy Best
Keith G. Bonam MD
Jon Bonset
Donnie Boursier and Steven R. Gades-Boursier
Thomas M. Boyd and Steven H. Lampkin
Robert Browne
Juli Buchanan
Kelley L. Buchanan
Tamara Burgess
Rosemary Bybee
Bradford M. Clarke
John D. Claypole and Frank Vazquez
Steve Coffey and George L. Stirling
Robert M. Cohn
Lyndle Cummings
Rick Davis
Drew Desky and Dane Lewens
James Donnelly
Dana Douglas and Doug Imman
John Peter Fiducia
David W. Gill
Barbara Gittings
Neil G. Giolano
Brook Glasbe
Ken Glass
Brian S. Graden
Charles Hamlen
Dean Hansell
John Harbater
Finas Harold Harris Jr
Charlie Harrison
David Harrison
Dan Hess
Todd K. Holland and Scott E. Loring
Margot I. Irish
David Jarrett
Michael B. Keegan
Robert L. Keheo
Peter King
Michelle D. Klett and Joy D. Bred
Gary A. Knight and Keith Austin
Leonard Krausel
Robert W. Kuhn and Steven E. Geyer
Manlyn Lamkay
Jeffrey G. Leeds
Walter Leiss
Billy Lewis
William Lewis and Rick Underwood
Craig H. Lindhurst
John H. Marusic
Byron E. Mason
Susan McDonald
Michael McShane
Frank Miller
Alan and Jeanette Mitteladorf
David Mizener and Arturo Camilo
Karen A. Moschetto
Philip Michael Newman
Michael J. Nett and Yariv Dabach
C. Gary Ogden
Peter Padovaskas
Jeanette Ann Page
Andrew Polasek
Jess Peltz
Richard A. Pfefferman
Walter J. Phillips
Jeanne Audrey Powers
Ed Raguzale and Leo Corzo
Janice A. Raspen
Daniel K. Raymond
Patrice Reid
SallyRingo and Michele Tanner
Charles and Damon Robbins
Catherine Roland
Mark Ross-Michaels and Dawn Leo
David Sanders
Benjamin Scheie
Allison Schomer
Robert L. Schwartz
Angel Silva and Ray Espino
Karen A. Simmons and Linda J. Sharline
Jeffrey Skmez
Wally Smith
Camichael Smith-Low
Jeremy Stanford and Paul McCullough Jr
John W. Stewart III and Ramon Torres
David G. Stitson
Cori Ann Styles
Lee Sylvester
Dave Taylor
Margaret A. Trab and Phyllis A. Dicker
Heather Trumbower
Warren J. Wanen
Richard W. Weiland and Michael Schaefer
Christian F. Winkle IV
Walt Witcover
Lot J. Wolf and Carol Leifer
James B. Wozniak
Mark B. Wyn
Richard Yorkey

SHAREDOWNERS CIRCLE

We sincerely appreciate these GLAAD Shareholders Circle Members, who annually donate $1,000 or more to invest in GLAAD’s work. Benefits include ticket discounts, early invitations to VIP events and communications with the GLAAD CEO. You can make a Shareholders Circle Gift in a single installment, or by joining our monthly giving program at $125 or more.

GOLD CIRCLE ($50,000—$99,999)

- Matthew Marks and Jack Bankowsky
- Carrie Anne Mansef
- Alana Mayo
- Barry McCabe
- William McDermott
- Christal M. Miller and Hanna Garkh
- Michelle Nadeelman
- Michael J. Nett and Yariv Dabach
- Dwayne Pitchford and Michael Meadliffe
- Jordan Roth and Richie Jackson
- Elena Segal
- Alison Smith
- Yeardley Smith
- Irwin Sob
- Pamela Stewart and Loan Hynh
- Lou Taylor
- Andrea Wydlar
- Zin Young

SHAREHOLDERS CIRCLE

- Donald Barzagli and Don Foster
- Marci Bowers, M.D.
- Sam Edelman
- Nicole and Stephen A. Eisenberg
- Sarah Kate Ellis and Kristen Ellis-Henderson
- Amy Emmet and Clave Almasee
- Shad S. Florence and Tommy Scimone
- Alice Foxman
- Devin Graves
- Ted J. Hannig JD
- Elle Hori
- Jonathan Hoy
- Rebecca Heineman and Jannell Jasoquay
- Kalli Herd and Kim Deneau
- Robert Holgate
- Damien Hoover-Campbell
- James C. Horner and Michael Nguyen
- J. B. Kettis and Winnd Van Eeghen
- Shawn Layden
- Daniel Levy
- Marie Lin

DIAMOND CIRCLE ($100,000+)

- Joseph Jonas and Sophie Turner
- Kathy and Steve Klower
- Scott Koenig
- Alex Kurtzman and Samantha Counter
- Rene Lacerte and Joyce Chung
- Adam Lambert
- Doug MacDean and Rosine Wono
- Gillian Nash and Jana Rich
- Karen Rose
- Smith-Swisher Family Foundation
- Ann Thorson Hale
- Justin Tranter
- Barbara Whitmer
- Jim R. Wilkinson and Erin Wilkinson
- Wayne J. Zahn

BRONZE CIRCLE ($5,000—$9,999)

- Zac Young
- Andres Wydler
- Lou Taylor
- Andrea Wydlar
- Zin Young

PLATINUM CIRCLE ($50,000—$99,999)

- Gregory A. Adams
- Greg Berlanti and Robbie Rogers
- Robert Browne
- David Hornik
- Janine and Tim Lewis
- Ryan Murphy
- Lena Warne
- Matthew Marks and Jack Bankowsky
- Carrie Anne Mansef
- Alana Mayo
- Barry McCabe
- William McDermott
- Christal M. Miller and Hanna Garkh
- Michelle Nadeelman
- Michael J. Nett and Yariv Dabach
- Dwayne Pitchford and Michael Meadliffe
- Jordan Roth and Richie Jackson
- Elena Segal
- Alison Smith
- Yeardley Smith
- Irwin Sob
- Pamela Stewart and Loan Hynh
- Lou Taylor
- Andrea Wydlar
- Zin Young

SILVER CIRCLE ($10,000—$24,999)

- Paul and Karen Beaumont
- Betsy J. Bernard and Laurie Peter
- Kevin Burke and Jeffrey Ferguson
- J. Travis Cappin Jr.
- Ben Calvert and Anthony Nobewini
- Roberta A. Conroy
- Brad Downs
- Stephanie and Rash Dachkiovitch
- Ariel Foxman and Brandon Cardel-Hernandez
- Andrew J. Hanson and Allison J. Dick
- Finas Harold Harris Jr.
- Adrienne Hayes
- Alicia Herley and Jonathan Claybough
- Matthew Marks and Jack Bankowsky
- Carrie Anne Mansef
- Alana Mayo
- Barry McCabe
- William McDermott
- Christal M. Miller and Hanna Garkh
- Michelle Nadeelman
- Michael J. Nett and Yariv Dabach
- Dwayne Pitchford and Michael Meadliffe
- Jordan Roth and Richie Jackson
- Elena Segal
- Alison Smith
- Yeardley Smith
- Irwin Sob
- Pamela Stewart and Loan Hynh
- Lou Taylor
- Andrea Wydlar
- Zin Young

GIVING CIRCLES

- Finas Harold Harris Jr.
- John Harbater
- Finas Harold Harris Jr.
BLUE CIRCLE ($1,500—$4,999)

Alexander Alexiou
David Azulay and Andre D. Caraco
Jonas Bacon
Lindsey Barile
Joseph A. Bartush
Robin M. Bergen and Janine Hackett
Christopher Bettig
Jennifer F. and Deirdre Boylan
Loren C. Brown
Ashley Brundage
Nicholas Buchanan and Jeff Gibson
Andrea Calise
Justine Cassell
John Casso and Mark Serchuck
Wendy Chang
Elena Clark
Samantha Cox
Fiona Dowson
Michelle Deloach
Robert P. Danny
Diana DiMenna
Charley G. Dobson
Mikey Dowling
Mike Doyle
Mick Draizin and Philippe Brugière-Trifat
Serge Dumont
Bradley Durham
Barbara Eliz
Rich Ferraro
Randy W. Finer
Robert and Brenda Flynn
Allen Fuhls
Friedman Fund
Dorothy Furgerson and Carrie Reid
Judith and Steven Gluckstern
Marcus Erik Golde
Darra Gordon and Nicole Minoli
Ranjan Goswami
Brad Handler
Deon Hansell
Stefanie Harrison
Mark Hartman
Bruce Helford
William Ho and Bruce Stuart
Mary Ann Horton
Lisa Jenkins and Kristin Small
William Kuebler
Aaron Kellar
Phil Kent
Ryan Ki
Edward King III
Carolyn Lawrence
Leigh Anne and Dirk Less
Gregory Lewis
Pamela Liebman
Simu Liu
Justin Lunin-Pack
Michael Mahan
Jim Maloney and Andrew Nance
Shantell Martin
Reese McCormie
Daniel McQueen
Patrick Menasco
Jana and Alan Menken
Valerie Melano
David Miesner and Arturo Castillo
Manoj Nair
Martha Nelson and Kristine Peterson
Kelly Bush Novak and Linda Novak
Kevin J. Ondals and Richard L. Scott
John P. Oubrieck MD
John Pancare
Michelle Paradise
Sandra Pendleton
James Pepper
Miss Peppermint
Seth Pelfrey
Gwendolyn Pointer
Pyush Prakash
Daphne Ashling Purpus
Kris Reed
Sarah-Nicole Robles
Seth Rosen
Luis Sandoval
Steven Sater
Grant Schneider and Lawrence Diamond
Bond Shands
Jeffrey Z. Slavin
Canstein Smelt
Deborah R. Smith
Zake Stokes and Troy M. Cassel
Simon P. Sutton and Don Johnston
Hasan Syed
Mark Zachary Taylor and Dan Winship
Tracy Too
Mr. Toddman
Sophie Tweed-Simmons
Robert Tyrrell
Louis A. Vega and Stephen Kleiner
Kate Winter
Michael G. Wallace
Stephen Waren
Juliette Wheelock
Taylor Yarbrough
David Zippel and Michael Johnston
GLAAD SUPPORTERS

MILLION DOLLAR LIFETIME CLUB

With profound thanks, we honor the following donors, who have supported GLAAD’s programs in excess of $1,000,000 in lifetime giving.

Absolut Vodka
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
Arcus Foundation
The Ariadne Getty Foundation
AT&T
Comcast NBCUniversal
Craig Newmark Philanthropies
David Bohnett Foundation
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Diageo North America
Ariadne Getty
Gilead Sciences, Inc.

FOUNDATIONS

GLAAD accelerates LGBTQ acceptance, thanks to support from a range of corporate and private foundations. On behalf of the many we serve, we are honored to recognize them here.

The Ariadne Getty Foundation
Coca-Cola Foundation
Collingwood Foundation
The Craig Davidson and Michael Valentini Fund of the Stonewall Foundation
Craig Newmark Philanthropies
The David Geffen Foundation
The Donald & Carole Chasken Foundation
Edison International
Gilead Sciences, Inc.
Gill Foundation
The Margull Foundation
Media Matters for America
The GLBT Fund of America of the Philadelphia Foundation

CORPORATE PARTNERS

Champion ($250,000+)
Diageo North America
Google, Inc.
Hyundai Motor America
Logitech
Netflix
Pernod Ricard USA
Prada & Giambattista Co.
MacKenzie Scott
Turner Holdings Inc.
ViacomCBS

Advocate ($100,000+)
Amazon Studios
Beam Suntory
The Boston Beer Company
Crocs
Delta Air Lines, Inc.
Electronic Arts
FX Networks
Hulu
Wells Fargo Bank

Ally ($50,000+)
Ally Financial
American Express
Comcast NBCUniversal

eBay Inc.
eHarmony, Inc.
Epic Games, Inc.
Hallmark
HBO
John Hardy
MMM Touring, Inc.
National Basketball Association | NBA

NYC

Channing Tatum
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GLAAD MEDIA INSTITUTE PARTNERS

44 Blue Productions, LLC
ABC | Disney
Boston Beer
CBS Television Group
Comcast | NBCUniversal
The Dow Chemical Company
Focus Features
Google
Microsoft
Netflix
Procter & Gamble Co.
Tinder, Inc.
Sony Pictures Entertainment
Spotify
Viacom
WarnerMedia
Hasan Syed
Mark Zachary Taylor and Dan Winship
Tracy Too
Mr. Tuckman
Sophie Tweed-Simmons
Robert Tyrrell
Louis A. Vega and Stephen Kleiner
Kate Vinten

GIVING CIRCLES

LEGACY CIRCLE

Our endless gratitude goes out to these GLAAD Supporters, who have designated GLAAD as the beneficiary of their estate, ensuring GLAAD’s success and vitality into the future.

David I. Abramson
Ward Averbach and Andy Baker
Herbert Baker
Allen Barnett
Terrence P. Bean
Jeremy Beat
Keith G. Bommar MD
Jon Borset
Dommie Boorsaw and Steven R.
Gales-Boorsaw
Thomas M. Boyd and Steven H. Lampkin
Robert Browne
Jul Buchanan
Kelley L. Buchanan
Tamara Burgess
Rosemary Bybee
Bradford M. Clarke
John D. Claypoole and Frank Vazquez
Steve Coffey and George L. Stirling
Robert M. Cohn
Lyndle Cummings
Rick Davis
Drew Desky and Dane Levens
James Donnelly
Dana Douglas and Doug Inman
John Peter Fludas
David W. Gill
Barbara Gittings
Neil G. Giuliano
Brock dollske
Ken Glass
Brian S. Graden
Charles Hamlen
Dean Hansell
John Harbater
Finnis Harold Harris Jr.
Charlie Harrison
Dan Hess
Todd K. Holland and Scotch E. Loring
Margo I. Irish
David Jarrett
Michael B. Keegan
Robert L. Kehoe
Peter King
Michelle D. Klatt and Joy D. Bread
Gary A. Knight and Keith Austin
Leonard Kreisel
Robert W. Kuhn and Steven E. Geyer
Marilyn Lamkay
Jeffrey G. Leeds
Walter Leiss
Billy Lewis
William Lewis and Rick Underwood
Craig H. Lindhurst
John H. Mariacek
Byron E. Mason
Susan McDonald
Michael McShane
Frank Miller
Alan and Jeanette Mittelstodf
David Mizener and Arturo Camillo
Karen A. Mosschato
Philip Michael Newman
Michael J. Nett and Yair Dobach
C. Gary Ogden
Peter Padrosa
Jeanette Ann Page
Andrew Palese
Jess Perlmut
Richard A. Pfiefferman
Walter J. Phillips
Jeanne Audrey Powers
Ed Raguada and Leo Corzo
Janice A. Raspen
Daniel K. Raymond
Patrice Reid
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